
The Environment Centre 
NT seeks partners to help 
produce a comprehensive, 
professional and informative 
Field Guide to the Wildlife 
and Protected Areas of 
Australia’s Top End. If you 
want to help people know 
more about Australia’s 
amazing tropical wildlife and 
where you can see it, we’d 
love to collaborate.

Field Guide to the 

This will be the first 
broad-coverage handbook 
to wildlife of northern 
NT, including 500-600 
species in a single volume; 
indispensible in your 
backpack or glove box, on 
your bookshelf or veranda.

Through this project we aim 
to raise awareness about our 
wildlife amongst the wider 
public, inclusive of residents, 
international visitors, 
and professionals, and 
provide access to accurate 

Wildlife of the Top End
and helpful information. 
We believe this is vital in 
empowering people to make 
conservation-minded choices.

The book follows the 
success of guides to wildlife 
of Greater Melbourne, 
Brisbane, and our own 
popular Weeds of Northern 
Australia, and enjoys the 
generous backing of some 
of the highest quality NT 
and Australian nature 
photographers. 



For more information please contact:

Lindley McKay Project Manager A Field Guide to 
Wildlife of the Top End 
08 8981 3641 / 0416 796 142  projects@ecnt.org
Stuart Blanch Director ECNT
08 8941 7439  / 0488 887 303  coordinator@ecnt.org

Invest in this project

Lindley McKay has 20 years 
experience as a wildlife ecologist 
including over a decade working in 
government and university in the Top 
End. He is an accomplished wildlife 
photographer and has authored two 
wildlife books, Frillneck! and A Field 
Guide to the Amphibians and Reptiles 
of Bali. 

About our author

If you are interested in investing in 
this project please contact us. We are 
seeking additional partners to provide 
funds, in-kind and promotional 
support. In return we are offering 
the opportunity to have your logo on 
the cover, and be acknowledged in 
the text and promotional materials. 
If you have something in mind, we 
would be happy to discuss our various 
sponsorship packages with you.
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